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• 7 
(:} J 10 8 
0 AJ + QJ65432 . . 

• I{ Q 9 8 6 4 3 • 10.5 2 
(:} 6 2 (:} K 15 4 3 , 
0 7 2 0 Q .9 53 + !{9 + 108 

+ AJ 
(:} AQ 97 
0 I{ 10 8 6 4 
+ A7 . 

In a match-pointed Duplicate, you 
are South in a contract of 4(:}. What 
is your best line of play against the 
lead of the + K? 

Sec page 17. 
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LONDON 
After Brighton, London. 
The second annual London 

Congress will be held on the three 
days, June 30th-July 2nd, at the 
Richmond Hall, Earl's .Court 
Stadium. 

This is the first Congress to be 
organised by the London 
Association's own Committee. 
Plans for 100 Tables in simul
taneous play have been made. 

Two sessions daily-at 2.30 
and 8 p.m.-will provide plenty 
of scope; and seven events will 
be held : the London ·. Pairs 
Championship ; the London Cup 
for Teams of Four; the Piccadilly 
Cup-a mixed team-of-four 
event; a Mixed Pairs event; a 
,one-session match-pointed Pairs 
event; a Consolation event; and 
the London Association Trophy, 
whose entry is restricted to 
Universities, Hospitals, Banks, 
Business Houses, &c. 

At all sessions, an open Pairs 
contest will be held. 

Players from outside London 
are advised to reserve their 
accommodation early as the week
end falls-justly enough-during 
the Season. 

All communications should be 
sent to the Hon. Secretary, 
L.C.C.B.A., l\lrs. B. Tarlo, 97 
Cholmley Gardens, London, NW6. 



EDITORIAL 
ANOTHER bridge year moves 

to its climax in the European 
Championships, and already 
players are moving r?und-ra~her 
like the fragments m a kaletdo
scope-to form new combinations 
for the approaching 1950-51 
season. 

The main feature of the months 
just past has· been the emergence 
of young players : surely the 
most heartening of symptoms. At 
both the Senior Universities, 
bridge-following the tradition 
established largely by Reese and 
1\lacleod-is taken seriously ; and 
Birmingham University, Bristol 
University, the Imperial College 
Union and the Polytechnics are 
hard upon their heels. 

It is all to the good that a new 
generation of • first-raters looms 
upon the horizon. _ 

* * * 
Scotland, by a victory over 

Northern Ireland, has established 
herself for the first time as runner
up in the Camrose Trophy ; and 
has shaken the complacency of 
England by a victory in the 
Lady Milne : taken North· by 
1\lrs. Porteous, Mrs. Davidson, 
~Irs. Irvine and Mrs. Donaldson
the team which won the Scottish 
Women's Cup. 

A fine performance which 
commands our gladly extended 
congratulations. 

* * * 
Count Bonde of Sweden has 

issued an invitation to an English 
Bridge Union side-excluding the 
Internationals- to spend a 
bridge-playing fortnight in his 
land of lakes and forests and very 
fine bridge. 

Such a gesture comes with 
great appropriateness from that 
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country at this time. It is well 
that bridge should have its 
" M.C.C. touring sides" as well 
as its test teams; and it is wholly 
admirable that such sides should 
visit countries which have so 
much in common with us as the 
Scandinavians. · 

Ewart Kempson has just re
turned from a Belgian tour ; and 
Bermuda-for a real test team
is not so far away in time. 

The value of such tours is
apart from their intrinsic delight
twofold: they give to the play~r 
of second-rank the full excite
ment and the pleasure of an 
International; and they may 
well serve to discover talent 
unconsidered or over-looked in 
the dazzle of the top-notchers. 

It is in London, especially, that 
such almost-top-class practitioners 
are apt to be ignored as potential 
Camrose material. In the Pro
vinces, there are Trials whose 
winners receive a merited, but 
almost automatic, Cap; but in 
London, if one be not Gray or 
Reese, or on the International 
" squad " ~t the very least, one 
can be a ranking expert for a 
decade and still not achieve the 
right to play for one's country. 

None, surely, will begrudge the 
Provinces the machinery which 
ensures them a share of the 
laurels ; and the performance of the 
Provincials in the National Pairs 
(reviewed by Harold Franklin in 
the current issue) puts- them 
co-equal with Metropolitan 
players ; but there ought still to 
be some means whereby fine 
London players could compete on 
equal terms for a place in the 
sun. 



THE NATIONAL · ·PAIRS 

IF the size of the entry is any 
indication, the National Pairs 

has proved to be the most 
popular event of the past season. 
Early in the year 443 couples 
started on the trail which ended 
at the London Club on May 6th 
and. 7th. En route, the various 
regional championships were 
decided, the victors being, 'in 
London,]. Pavlidesand S. Booker; 
in the South, Mr. and Mrs. 
R. Evans; in the Midlands, 1\'Ir. 
and 1\Trs. D. Sheehan; and in the 
North. G. Fell and H. Franklin. 

The first session left a well 
spread field with the following in 
the lead: 
1\Irs. A. L. Fleming and 

E. Bruce Parker 198 pts. 
G. Fell and H. Franklin 184 pts. 
1\Ir. and l\lrs. J. R. Grimsell 

178 pts. 
F. Farrington and 

J. L. Boardman 
J. Pavlides and S. 

169 pts. 
Booker 

166 pts. 
Mr. and 1\Irs. R. Evans 162 pts. 

Board 14 of this session was a 
particularly instructive hand
easy · to see, and apparently 
easier still to misplay. 

• 7 
~ 10 8 6 -l3 
0 QB6532 . 5 

+ 95-l + AK10632 
~ ]9 ~ Q 
0 K J 8 7 0 A 10 
+ QJ74 . 8632 

• Q J 8 
~ AK752 
04 
+ A K 10 9 

At our table South, 1\Irs. 

by HAROLD FRANKLIN 

Grimsell of Birmingham, was the 
Declarer at Five Hearts, after 
competitive bidding. East won 
the opening Spade lead and 
returned a Club, which South 
won. A Spade was trumped in the 
Dummy and a Diamond led. East 
won with the Ace and played 
a second Club, trumped in the 
Dummy. A trump was led to the 
-dosed hand and then a cross-ruff 
produced eleven tricks. Easy
and yet only two Declarers 
played this hand correctly. All 
led one Diamond to set up the 
cross-ruff position-but all save 
two failed to realise that they 
could afford to play one round of 
trumps early ; while in five cases 
East, by trumping the third round 
of Diamonds with his lone Queen, 
was able to promote a trump 
trick for his partner. 

Board 1 provided the only slam 
of the first session. 

• 6 -l 
~ K 862 
0 J 10 5 + K Q 10 6 + Q 10 9 8 5 2 + A K J 7 3 

~10 ~J4 
087-l OK2 
+ A54 + 9872 ·-~ AQ9753 

0 AQ963 
• J 3 

Our East-West opponents on 
this Board were Dr. and 1\Irs. 
Richard of Welwyn Garden City. 
West (Dr. Richard) interposed a 
Spade bid after I had opened One 
Heart with the South hand. 
North bid Three Hearts and Mrs. 
Richard made a good bid of Four 
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Spades. I decided that my 
powerful distribution made si..x 
Hearts a good proposition and 
threw in a bid of Five Clubs en 
passant for the benefit of any 
nuisance value it might have. 
North (Fell) retreated to Five 
Hearts which I raised to Six. 

After two passes, Mrs. Richard 
showed excellent judgement by 
saving in Six Spades, four down. 
She was unlucky to earn a poor 
score on the Board-the only 
other pair to arrive at Six Hearts 
were Pavlides and Booker, who 
were permitted to stay there. 

After one session, thirty points 
divided the first four pairs : 
After two sessions, there were 
twenty points only between the 
first and the fifth and the stage 
was well set for a close finish. 
G. Fell and H. Franklin 353 pts. 
F. Farrington and 

]. L. Boardman 
C. J. Ullman and 

J. Albuquerque 
1\I r. and i\lrs. ] . R. 

345 pts. 

340 pts. 
Grimsell 

336 pts. 
J. Pavlides and S. Booker 332 pts. 
j. H. Taylor and 

]. Hochwald 325 pts. 
The early leaders, Mrs. Fleming 

and E. Bruce Parker, had had a 
very harrowing time-collecting 
only 121 points. Against them I 
had held this hand (most of my 
recollections of the tournament arc 
personal- inevitable penalty of 
playing). 

+ Ax 
\? Q XX 
0 AKQ9xx 
+ KQ 

A good hand at any time, but 
enormous when partner opens, as 
mine did, One Club. 

The obvious bid seemed to be 
Two Diamonds ; but whatever 
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partner responded-Three Clubs, 
Two Hearts, Two Spades or Two 
No-Trumps-! should still be 
very much in the air. Obviously 
the hand would not be played at 
less than Six No-Trumps any
where and obviously, however 
strongly one might feel that 
thirteen tricks ouglzt to be there 
it would be difficult to elicit the 
precise information required to 
bid it confidently. I decided to 
abandon science and bid an 
immediate· Four No-Trumps 
(Culbertson) ; partner responded 
Five No-Trumps and I took a 
deep breath and bid Seven. 
Partner showed up with 
+ xx <y1AK10x OJx + Axxxx 
which was just right. The fact 
that he might have had so many 
wrong hands was small solace for 
our opponents against whom, 
apparei?-tly, this sort of thing had 
happened all evening. Six No
Trumps was the contract at all the 
other tables. 

Farrington and Boardman, 
Bolton stalwarts whose steadiness 
had taken them into second plare, 
had an amusing contretemps with 
Londoners Tatham and Priday on 
this hand: 

+ AQJ73 
\?A 8 2 
0 A 7 4 3 
+ S 

+ 9542 + K 
\? 10 6 54 \? 9 3 
0 10 8 2 0 K Q J 9 6 
+ K 10 + A Q J 98 

• 108 6 
\? KQJ7 
0 5 
• 76432 

East opened one diamond and 
there were two passes round to 
North (Boardman who doubled). 
The full auction proceeded :-
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East South West North + Q 10 7 3 
I 0 No bid No bid Double \? 9 
I + (!) 2\? Nobid2 + 0 Q5 
No bid 3 + No bid 3\? + 
No bid No bid No bid + - -

East's Spade bid threw North- \? 10 
South out of gear and they played 0 J 10 7 4 

+ KJ 85 
\?-
0 KG 
+ 9 the hand in a suit with seven + J 10 

trumps instead of one with eight. • 96 
\?-The opening Diamond lead was 

won . with th~ Ace a~d Farrington 
lackmg entnes to hts own hand 
laid down .the Ace of Spades; 
when the Kmg fell, he ran quickly 
for ten tricks and what proved 
to be a top score on the board. 

In the third session, a third 
Northern pair, J. H. Taylor and 
J. Hochwald put themselves well 
int? the running with a storming 
senes of boards. One of their 
brightest moments was on the 
following hand, when West 
opened the Two of Hearts against 
Hochwald's contract of one No
Trump. 

• Q 10 7 ::3 ~ 
\?J974 
0 Q5 
+ K3 

• \?A1062 
+ Kj8;;4 
\? K 8 3 

0 J 10 7 4 2 
+ Q J 10 5 

0 KG + 987 
+ A96 
\? Q 5 
0 A 9 8 :J 
+ A 64 2 

and the play wcnl as follows 
West Nor/It East South 
\?2 \?-I \?K \?5 
\?A ~7 \?8 \?Q 
+ Q + 3 + 7 + 2 
+ 5 + K + 8 + 4 
'\16 \?] '\13 + 6 
02 + 2 + 4 + A 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
G. 

This was now the position 

5 

0 A983 
+ A 

Hochwald now played the Ace 
of Clubs, discarding dummy's 
Heart. When East followed, he 
counted his remaining cards as 
Four Spades and Two Diamonds 
and played Ace and anothe; 
Diamond. East thrown in with 
the · King, had to concede two 
further Spade tricks and the 
declarer landed a well-played 
contract. 

On board 21 of the final session 
my partner and I had an adven~ 
turous passage with Pavlides 
and Booker. These were the 
hands, at love all 

+ 7 
\?A1092 
0 8 7 63 + K 10 9 3 + J 10 5 2 + A K 8 4 

'\1 KQ76 \? 43 
OQ2 0954 
+ AJ7 + 8642 

• Q 963 
\? J 8 5 
0 A K J 10 
+ Q5 

. After t.wo passes, South (Fell) 
btd a Dtamond which Pavlides 
Doubled and I bid Three 
Diamonds. Booker stretched to 
Three Spades which were passed 
r?und. to me .. I misjudged the 
sttuahon and btd Four Diamonds 
which was passed round t~ 
Pavlides who Doubled. 
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The opening lead of the Two of 
Spades was won with the King, 
and the Four of Hearts returned, 
covered with the Five Queen and 
Ace. The Ace and King of 
Diamonds brought the Queen 
down and a third round cleared 
the suit. (Note that once East 
had shown up with the King and 
Ace of Spades, Fell was right in 
marking West for all the out
standing points and therefore for 
refusing the finesse). 

Fell now led the eight. of 
Hearts and when Pavlides played 
low, he covered with dummy's 
nine and played a club towards 
the Queen. West was powerless. 
He played a second Spade on 
which a Heart was discarded from 
dummy: a third Spade was 
played, won with the Queen, 
Dummy's last Heart being dis
carded, and a successful Club 
finesse completed the story. 
Pavlides would have beaten the 
contract had he won the second 
Heart and played a Spade before 
his Ace of Clubs was released. But 
this does not detract from 
Fell's splendid opportunism. 

Shortly aftenvards Fell repaid 
me for the work I had given him 
to do by raising my fourth hand 
opening bid of One Heart to 
Four when our hands were; 

+ A K J 7 
~ 10 8 6 4 3 
0 9 2 
+ 63 

• 9 6 4 
~ KJ752 
0 Q6 
+ AQ4 

West opened the King of 
Diamonds and switched to a small 
Club. East's King falling to my 
Ace. A Spade to the Ace was 
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followed by a small Heart on 
which East played the Queen, 
South the King and \Vest the Ace. 
A second Club was won with the 
Queen and the Knave of Hearts 
Cleared the outstanding Trump. 
Declarer now trumped a Club, 
cashed lite Ki11g of Spades and 
played a Diamond. West, thrown 
in with the Ace, was without a 
third Spade and any lead gave 
declarer a ruff-discard for the 
contract. The key to the hand
West had dealt and passed ; once 
he showed up with the Ace and 
King of Diamonds and the Ace 
of Hearts, the Queen of Spades 
was certai11 to be wrong. 

In the final session the Northern 
star was very much in the 
ascendent and the three northern 
qualifiers finished in the first 
three places. The tie for second 
place broke in favour of Farring
ton and Boardman who therefore 
won the runners-up trophy. The 
event was conducted smoothly 
and competently under the 
direction of 1\Ir. F. 0. Bingham. 

The leading pairs were : 
1. G. Fell and H. Franklin 

536 pts. 
2. F. Farrington and 

]. W. Boardman 514 pts. 
3. J. Taylor and J. Hochwald 

514 pts. 
4. C. J. Ullman and 

]. Albuquerque 505 pts. 
5. ]. Pavlides and S. Booker 

494 pts. 
6. Mr. and 1\Irs. R. H. Newman 

475 pts. 

DO YOU k11ow a good 
Bridge story? If ) 'Ott do, se11d 
it alo11g to us for publicatiol~. 
Of lzcr readers may Uke to 
hear it. 



CONQUERING KINGS 

I N one of the rubbers in " Cut 
for Partners "- S. J . Simon's 

posthumous book-he tells the 
story of two Kings dropped under 
Aces for the sole reason of 
misleading an opponent. Once, 
the Unlucky Expert defeats an 
otherwise impregnable 3 N .T. by 
so doing ; and once Futile Willie 
allows the Unlucky Expert to 
make an othenvise impossible 
nine tricks by being super
cunning. 

The difference between the two 
is very subtle ; and it is only 
because I believe that Willie 
Futility is prevalent among 
goodish players that I reveal a 
very similar Guy Futility from a 
recent rubber. 

Background to the story is this. 
I had just gone upon a long and 
boring railway journey and 
beguiled it by reading the new 
edition of " Endplays " by 
George S. Coffin. Therein , he 
chronicles the story of yet a 
third dropped King. 
+ AK10xxx + x x 
<y1 J 10 7 3 <V1 . K 2 
0 XX 0 A 
+ 10 + AKQJxxxx 

West opened a Spade ; North 
butted in with Two Hearts ; and 
East bounced to Six Clubs. 
South after North cracked, led 
the Four of Hearts. 

East did not have to be an 
expert card-reader to see that if 
he dropped the Two he would 
reveal infallibly that South had 
led a singleton, so- being an 
expert card-player-he heaved 
away the King. North reading 
partner for the <y12 and wishing 
neither to give an immediate 
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by GUY RAMSEY 

discard, by playing low, nor to 
set up a subsequent couple of 
discards by getting the Queen 
ruffed, switched to Diamonds and 
capitulated later to a Squeeze
Declarer holding the Two of 
Hearts and two Spades while the 
Dummy held the three Spade 
Honours. 

No-one can deny that the false , 
card was brilliant ; no-one, that 
the particular and precise situa
tion was one wherein it was 
improbable in the highest degree 
for North to realise the S\vindle : 
the acid test of a false card's 
validity. 

My mind somewhat vaguely 
rehearsing this coup, I embarked 
on a rubber and found myself 
looking at 
+ K 9 x x x <y1AQ x x Ox + KJ 9 
at Game All. After two Passes, 
the bidding was opened in f10nt 
of me with a Club and I elected to 
butt-in with a Spade (vulnerable). 
I prefer a Simon Double on these 
cards, but a Diamond response (to 
be anticipated) puts the hand in 
doubt, if not difficulty ; and if 
the Spades do not suit, the level 
for Hearts or No Trumps may well 
be by then too high. 

My Passing Partner found Two 
Spades and I went to Four. The 
Three of Clubs was led and 
Dummy revealed : 
+ A J X <y110 9 X OA10 X + 10872 

A rapid analysis produced the 
following somewhat inaccurate 
train of thought : Damn ! 
Obviously, Club, Club ruff- two 
tricks ; a Heart- three tricks 
(both Honours won't be on-side 
and, anyway, I haven't the Eight 
and the odds are against · the 
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break) ; down to the Spad~ view. 
Hold! Ray of light I Avotd ~lub 
ruff by discarding the Kmg I 
Shades of Coffin-what a clever 
chap I am I 

But- how short-sighted ! The 
Club return was still automatic, 
since it was- if my King was a 
true card- an obvious force and 
100% safe. 

So- although the Spade Queen 
dropped, I still went One Down, 
the Knave of Hearts behind me 
having to make. 

Moral : Beware of what seems 
to be brilliant ; it usually isn't. 

The next day, I picked up 
+ x c:?x OAKQJxx + A K J 9 8 
and glowed ; I almost burst into 
flames when Partner, Vulnerable, 
opened a Hea~t. If he. had two 
Aces, I was gomg to be m Seven ; 
if he had but one, Six was enough. 
So, a direct 4 N.T. (Culbertson) 
seemed-at first sight- to be the 
best shot. And this- failing to 
remember Second Thoughts Are 
Best- Ibid. 

Now, 4 N.T. was NOT the best 
shot-for a whole number of 
reasons. First- ! had no 4 N.T. 
bid ! I had two Aces, true ; 1 
had two King~ - also true ; 1 
could (virtually) guarantee a 
contract of Five- still true. 

B11t I had uot two A ces 11 111l 11 

BID J\i 11g. 
Second- if Partner responded 

5 N.T., I could not know if he had 
two Aces or the Ace-King of 
Hearts. Therefore, Seven was 
impossible to bid- except as a 
shot- even if I got the best 
pos5ible response. 

Third- if partner responded 
Five Spades, denying the Heart 
Ace but affirming the Spade Ace, 
a Six Diamond effort by me might 
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look like a grand slam try in 
Hearts! 

And fourth-if (as happened) 
partner bid 5c:?, I could not know 
if he had the Heart Ace and a bad 
hand or no Ace at all, in which 
case we should be in Six missing 
two Aces-which is what 
happened! . 

Yes, he had a weak openmg
but we were playing Acol; and 
the defence was alert enough to 
switch to a Heart rathE-r than a 
Club when they had rolled up the 
Ace of Spades. 

This 4 N.T. bid of mine would 
have been 100% technically 
correct if I had held the blank 
King of Hearts (which would have 
made no difference to the final 
contract since we should still have 
been missing the two Aces)-and 
it should still not have been made, 
for a Sc:? response would have 
either been compulsorily Pa.Esed 
(on a singleton !) or would have 
got us to 60 with Two Aces "off." 

Moral : Do not monkey with 
conventions- and think before 
you speak. . 

Finally : can you concetve of 
this situation ? Game All and 
your partner opens Three 
Diamonds. Second-hand butts 
in with Three Spades and you 
hold : 
+ Ax c:?AK]IO x x OQ + AKJx 
You bid a modest Four Hearts 
and Four Spades comes from your 
left! 

Shape, you think, can make up 
for pointage- but you still have 
more than half the points in the 
pack: 22, no fewer, and surely a 
Two Heart, almost a Two Club 
opening, plus something, surely, 
for the opening Three-bid. So, 
when it comes round to you again, 
you bid 4 N .T. 
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This can11ot be Blackwood, even Like the curate at his first 
though my Partner took it so ; sermon, I shall not end this 
it must mean " I want to play in creed with " Finally " ; there is 
4 N. T. ; I have the Spades stopped still " One last word." 
and I think I can make 10 tricks." You hold: 

However, the 4 N.T. was - + J 10 9 8 7 \?Ax Oxxxx + AJ 
Doubled to my left and Partner a~d Partner opens fourth hand 
duly showed an Ac;e with Five w1t~ a Club. You bid an auto
Diamonds. I removed it to Five matte ~pade and Partner goes to 
Hearts- it was too expensive to G_ame m the black major. Do you 
show the Clubs at this point- and b1d further? If so, what? 
Five Spades was bid against me. Partner holds 

This was Passed and I got out + AQxx \?10xxx OA + KQxx 
into 5 N.T., Doubled again I I and (a) with no Heart lead, and/or 
re~cued into 60 , doubled in a (b) with the Spade finesse right, 
vmce of Doom. Now, what? you have 12 tricks cold. You 

Unquestionably, I should have should, therefore, be in. it for, 
bid 6+ . giving Partner a fourth even on a Heart lead, you may 
potential stopping-place (Clubs, be able t~ 5hed your losmg Heart 
Diamon~s. Hearts or No Trumps) on the third round of Clubs:. the 
and placmg the onus squarely on chanGes are on, rather than agamst. 
him. But I had funked the But, please teacher, how do you 
Six-bid on a 4-card suit and get to it? There is only one way : 
removed to Six Hearts (" I had first, to realise how good you are 
Honours Partner " I was rehear- for a mere One-over-One and how 
sing as ~y alibi !) much worse you . might be ; 

This, as expected, was Doubled se.condly, t? b1d F1ve Hearts
and Dummy went down with not , ~JVe Club~ 1s t_oo obscure and may 
perhaps, the most potent of gn•e ~he illuswn t~e Spade was 
Three-bids vulnerable: psycluc. _Partner b1_ds--how can 

l:c help htmself ?- Stx Diamonds 
+ - \?xx OAJ9xxxx + Qxxx and there you are · ' 

I ruffed the o~ening Spade, Postscript: It i~ g;atifying to 
pl_ayed Ace and Kmg of Hearts see that Guy Futility is not 
(nghtly, for even though the limited to Guy I I kibitzed this 
Queen was guarded under _my Futility the other day:- . 
Honours, the hand to my nght 
was void of Diamonds), knocked + K 7 x 
out the outstanding trump trick \? A K 9 8 x 
and tabled my cards. 0 A x 

Seven Clubs (" laydown, old + Q x x 
boy") is broken on a Diamond + A 8 x + J 10 
lead and Six Diamonds- which \? 7 2 \? Q 6 x x 
we were in at one point !- goes a 0 10 x x x 0 K J x x 
million off since all outstanding + K 10 x x + x x x 
Diamonds- K 10 to five, no less- + Q 9 x x x 
were in the Doubler's hand : one \? J 10 
of the suckerest of sucker O Q x x 
Doubles. + A J x 

~ 
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West led the upper Heart 
against 4+ and East won on a 
finesse , returning the 6- asking 
for a Diamond · switch. A low 
Spade brought forth the Knave, 
Queen and Ace and the Diamond 
was duly forthcoming. Declarer
wisely- refused the finesse and 
cashed the Spade King, dropping 
the Ten. 

West elected to false-card the 
+ 8-" I wanted to make it seem 
I had not got the outstanding 
trump ! " said he subsequently. 

Retaining this card infallibly 
breaks the contract-and it is 
what any palooka does without 
thought. For: how can the 
Hearts be cashed until the 
trumps are out ? And how can the 
trumps be cleared and the Dummy 
be re-entered in time if Vlest 
holds the Eight ? If the trumps 
are cleared, · E-\V come to the 
two Minor Kings ; if Declarer 
plugs the Hearts immediately, the 
contract is down Two. 

Selah! 

TRIBUTE 
The Editor, 
Tlte Contract Bridge J onmal. 
Sir: 

You, in common with the vast 
majority of bridge-players, must 
deprecate the whispering which 
has taken place since the Paris 
Championships. 

Fortunately, however, one of 
these whispers has come to the 
surface in your April Editorial. 
I refer, of course, to the " drop
ping " of Eddie Rayne, with the 
statement that this was not 
unexpected in view of his loss of 
fol'J!l in Paris. 

Now, as his partner it is not for 
me to comment on our results ; 
but the hands are still available 
together with the records of all 
matches. And I will challenge 
any competent critic, assessing 
the results, to place Eddie Rayne 
lower than third out of the seven 
players engaged. 

Out of the hundreds of hands 
played, I consider he went wrong 
on exactly two ; very much 
fewer " chucks " than most of the 
team- including myself !- per
petrated. 

Eddie Rayne has always 
appeated to take bridge in a light
hearted vein, but he is one of the 
most profound thinkers in the 
game; and it caused me great 
pain when Mr. Edward Rayne Sr. 
came to me a few weeks after 
Paris asking me to release his son 
from our partnership owing to 
very heavy pressure of business. 

Yours &c. 
LESLIE DODDS 

For one bridge-player to defelld 
another ranks wit II . " AI an Bites 
Dog" as 11ews ! We are happy to 
priut Mr. Dodds' viudication of 
his partner. I was not present in 
Paris ; but tile concensus of 
opi11ion was that the Partnership 
was 110t so effective as t't had been ; 
aud this judgment seemed to me 
the more plausible siuce Nlr. Rayne 
did 11ot, in my oum preswce, show 
good form agaiust the U.S. visitiug 
team shortly before the 1949 
Championships : a lapse due, it 
uow appears, to extraneous 
circzmzslances .-G .R. 
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SCIENCE FOR THE AVERAGE PLAYER 

THE STRUCTURE OF 
DIRECT RAISES 

by NORMAN SQUIRE 

ONE of the main points dividing sees one," but a properly worked 
American and English bidding out method of valuation is 

is the immediate double raise of necessary until such experience 
opener's suit. They play it has .been gained. The Baron Ace
forcing: we play it as a limited value count, the Culbertson 
bid which can be passed. We Distributional count, (used by 
consider it to have excellent pre- Acol) , the Courtenay Losing 
emptive value. So general is this count: these are all similar in 
view here that not one of our best their estimates and very accurate 
players has ever come out into up to game level. I tabulate 
print against it. examples, confining myself to the 

The scientific school employs the Spa.de suit for convenience and 
bid in the English manner. With brevity. 
us it always shows four trump 1+ -2+ shows a hand with 
support, but evm non-players of adequate original trump support 
tlze Four Trump Rule will, these and- 2 ace-values, I Honour 
day s , lza11e Jour trumps for tire bid . Trick and a doubleton, or nine 
Exceptions are extremely rare , losers- respectively for the three 
and will usually be a result of types of count. This is not 
interference over the original bid. absolutely fixed-all the counts 

That can happen with us, too, are flexible-but it is a sound 
for, although published systems yardstick. 
still differ as much as ever they l + -3+ shows a hand with 
did, in practice our best players adequate original trump support 
are playing more and more the and- 3 ace-values, 2 Honour 
same type of game, borrowing Tricks and a doubleton, or eight 
freely from each other. Perhaps losers. 
in a not too distant future we shall About these raises we have 
have a definite English system. practically no argument. But the 
There now remains only one great direct raise to game is a bone of 
fundamental difference between slight (though decreasing) con
for example, Baron and Acol : tention among us. Baron treats it 
that is the Forcing Principle. But as a weak shut-out bid : Acol 
I cannot discuss that here : my regards it as showing a hand 
subject is the structure of direct stronger than a double raise, a 
raises. " logical corollary " to quote 

To assess a hand-in-support , Skid. 
any convenient count may be I propose to quote freely from 
used. The experienced player the late S. ]. Simon's " Design for 
" knows a double raise when he Bidding " in this article. I may 

11 
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here be guilty of lese-majeste
like the man who once doubled 
Boris Shapiro and was evermore 
known as Charles le T~meraire
but I make no apology. 

The first article I ever wrote 
was written under Skid's grinning 
supervision. It got me into a 
certain amount of hot water. I 
did not dislike the position-! even 
enjoyed it ; and so did he. If this 
gets me into more, I shall enjoy 
that too ; and am only sorry he 
can't enjoy it with me. 

Now this " logical corollary" 
may be logical enough, but it is 
not practical. Let us examine the 
bid and discover why. 

If a hand is strong enough to 
raise 1 + to 4 + and holds plenty 
of honour cards (as opposed to 
mere shape) it is not worried 
about interference. So a side-suit 
is bid on the first round and 4 + · 
on the second. This is known as 
the Delayed. Game-Raise, and is 
so valuable that many good Acol 
players now use it, discarding their 
original theory. It is not difficult 
to find reasons. 

Here are four hands : 

+ AQ 1094~KQ75 ()Al03 + A 
+ KQ1094 ~KQI07 0 - + Al09 
+ AKQ 3 ~AKQ 7 ()A 6 2 + 6 
+ AK 54 ~AK 85 OQ 106 + AS 

All these hands open 1 + on 
Acol. None can avoid making an 
effort for slam if partner replies 
with 4 +. for partner can have 
(I quote again) as much as " Two 
quick tricks or thirteen points." 

Try putting a couple of quick 
tricks or a dozen points opposite 
one of these hands. Yet with this 
hand 
+ J 8 7 6 5 ~6 OK 9 8 7 4 + S 4 

opposite them, not one will 
make even Jive spades. 

.. 
This hand is not very strong ? 

I agree. But it is not of my 
choosing. Let me quote again: 

" Partner bids One Spade and 
you hold 
• j X X X X ~X () J{ X X X X +x X 

It is clearly desirable to bid 4+ .. 
And if partner should make a 
slam-try, then the chances are 
that his hand is good enough for 
Five. And if he still bids the slam 
after you have signed-off, the 
chances are that he will make it." 

I fear that Skid was a victim of 
his own optimism when he wrote 
that, for obviously he won't make 
it . So, to avoid this awful head
ache, we reserve the sequence 
1 +-4 + for the weak shut-out 
bid.* 

*Even Culbertson , Goren, Sobel 
et al America11.-EDITOR 

For the strong hand which 
wants to bid game, the Delayed 
Game-Raise is the ideal method. 

Examples ·: 
I + 2+ 20 4+ on 

+ A 8 7 6 ~4 OQJ 6 3 + AQ 9 8 
I + 20 2~ 4+ on 

+ QJ 6 5 ~54 OKQJ 8 6 + A 9 
I + 2~ 2+ 4+ on 

+J765~AQJ84 OK 108 + 4 
None of these hands need 

unduly fear competition. There
fore they can afford to await the 
second round before making a 
limit bid. 

I have written before that the 
very essence of scientific bidding 
is to find your spot early and then 
decide how high to go. The 
Delayed Game-Raise is an 
exception to that rule, but an 
exception only because that rule 
must give way to the fundamental · 
principle of giving to each 
sequence a separate and, so far as 
possible, precise meaning. To 
use 1 +-4 + for two c?mpletely 

~~ 
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opposed types of hand is plainly To sum up : 
foolish when we can differentiate If you can raise once-do so 
between them at absolutely 110 cost. immediately. 

1\fany average players fail to If you can raise twice-do so 
appreciate the importance of the immediately. 
above rule (find your spot early If you can raise to game-do so 
etc.) They hold: immediately if you are weak, but 
+ A 6 54 \?53 OKJ 9 8 7 + 10 8 use the Delayed Game-Raise if 

you are strong. 
Partner opens 1 + and they bid 
2 o. 

Now why? What sense is there 
in such a bid? Who wants to 
play this hand in anything but 
Spades? Then bid 3 + on it at 
once and avoid all trouble. For a 
20 bid will certainly lead to 
trouble. 

Suppose Partner, over 2 O says 
2\?. The situation becomes 
immediately impossible. The 20 
bidder has trapped himself. He 
wants to bid 4+ but is not good 
enough. 

Three Spades would be bid on a 
hand such as : 

+ J 4 3 \?5 OKQ 7 6 5 + AJ 53 
So partner will never now know 
that genuine trump support is 
opposite him. If his Spades are 
bad he will shy, and may drop the 
bidding in a panic even if he is 
good outside. No real player 
minds playing a major-suit game 
contract with only seven trumps 
if that is tlze best spot, but he also 
knows that he will probably need 
at least a King more to make it 
than he would with eight trumps. 

Plenty oi games are " just " bid 
and also "just" made, but 
opener is not going to scratch out 
a game bid if he is worried about 
his trump suit. He has seen too 
many hands cut to pieces because 
the trump suit is not powerful 
enough to retain control. Such 
outings arc expensive. 

Secondary trump support may 
be shown by Jump-Preference on 
the second round in a sequence 
such as: I + . 20, 2\?, 3+ . This 
Jump-Preference will usually 
indicate a hand slightly stronger 
in honours than one which raises 
I + to 3+ at once, because some 
compensation will be needed to 
counterbalance the weaker 
trump support. 

By this orderly method of 
raising the Opener will always have 
a good idea of the strength of 
responder's hand and of the length 
of lzis trump support. Every 
player who ever opened the bid
ding on a poor suit will realise 
how important this is. 

But there is one sequence which 
can never accurately reveal 
Responder's trump holding: the 
raise to game after opener has 
rebid his suit-I + , 20, 2+ , 4+ . 
That last bid cannot tell the 
whole trump story. 

Were it merely 3+ , we should 
know that secondary support was 
there and no more, for if responder 
had genuine support he should bid 
3+ at once, in accordance with 
the above rule. 

But when 4+ comes, the 
Opener does not know whether 
Partner has made a Delayed 
Game-Raise or, with only 
secondary support, has had to 
bid game because of the strength 
of his outside cards. 

Coutinued on page 28 
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CROCKFORD'S CUP FINAL 

C ROCKFORD'S Cup was won 
by Mrs. A. L. Fleming's team, 

with mostly the same players as 
last year. L. Baron's team was 
again runner-up. 

One of the consequences of 
being asked to report on an event 
three or four days after it has 
been played is that one's recollec
tions tend to be personal. One's 
own triumphs and disasters stay 
in the mind. With that apology, 
I press on. 

My · first reaction when I 
arrived at the London Club was to 
assume that I had come to the 
final of the wrong event. The 
first team I saw was the Baron, 
Squires, L. Tarlo, ·Gardener, 
Preston, Swimer combination 
which I felt certain I had seen 
defeated by my own team-mates 
in a pervious round of the London 
knock-out (sic) competition. It 
turned out that my memory was 
correct but this team had bobbed 
up again to replace one of the 
Irish teams. 

(My team has met some of 
these players on the way to the 
final of the Gold Cup, but we are 
quite prepared to play them again 
between the semi-final and the 
final). 

Of the eight finalists, four had 
withdrawn : the teams from 
Scotland, Northern Ireland, Eire, 
and North of England. Six teams 
were left : Mrs. A. L. Fleming's, 
L. Tarlo's, teams from Leicester, 
Harrow and Vlales, and the other 
London finalists, Dodds, Pavlides, 
l\'lrs. Gordon, Lee and Booker. 

The line-up of Mrs. Fleming's 
team for Saturday afternoon was : 
Mrs. Fleming and E. Bruce' Parker, 

1 ~ 

by TERENCE REESE 
G. l\Iathieson and myself (playing 
in the competition for the first 
time this year). Our first match 
was against the Baron team. On 
five of the six boards there was 
no Ewing ; this · was the sixth 
board: 

+ Q 7 
\?KQ 
0 A Q 10 4 
+ J10873 

+ K 10 9 6 5 
\?-
0 J 8 2 

+ 4 
\?]10732 
0 K9765 
+ Q4 + K9652 

+ AJ832 
\? A98654 
0 3 
+ A 

North dealt at game all. This 
was the bidding by l\Iathieson and 
myself: 
South 
(Reese) 

2\? 3. 
No bid 

North 
(Mathieson) 

10 
2N.T. 
4\? 

L. Baron, West, led + 4, North 
and East played low, and I won 
with the Ace. At first sight the 
hand look~ easy for Four Hearts, 
but, as I thought we had done 
well to stop at the level of Four, 
I started off playing for safety 
rather than for over-tricks. If 
either of the major mits was 
going to break badly, it would be 
a mistake to draw trumps early, 
so my first play was Ace and a 
small Spade. Baron discarded a 
Diamond, and Squires won with 
+ K. East led a low Club, I 
ruffed, and West played the 
Queen. I now ruffed a low Spade, 
played Ace of Diamonds and 
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ruffed a Diamond. This was the 
position : 

+ 
<vK 
0 Q 10 
+ J 10 8 

+ 
<vJ10732 

+ 10 9 
<v 

0 K 
+ -

0 J + K96 
• J 8 
<viA986 
0-
+ -

To prevent \Vest from discard
ing again, I led +J ; West ruffed 
and dummy over-ruffed. Now 
I wanted three more tricks, and 
these were certain if I could 
come back to hand without being 
over-ruffed. If West's Club Queen 
on the second lead of Clubs was 
true card, then he must have 
five Diamonds, and I could come 
back by ruffing a Diamond. 
However, the low Club from Q x 
seemed an improbable lead, and it 
occurred to me also that, had 
West started with a Club double
ton, he would have thrown the 
second card when he had a discard 
on the second round of Spades. I 
tried to come back to hand, 
therefore, by ruffing a Club. I 
can see now that it was a bad view. 
I trumped with <v 8, and Baron 
overtrumped with <v 10. He 
made the correct return of a low 
trump, and I had to lose two more 
tricks. An interesting point is : 
would it have been good defence 
for West to ruff the second round 
of Spades and lead a trump ? 

Although I had gone one down, 
. I was not dismayed, for I thought 
it unlikely that we should lose on 
the board. At the other table the 
bidding went: 

15 

South 
(Preston) 

2<vl 
3+ 
4<vl 
6<vl 

North 
(Swimer) 
I+ 
2N.T. 
3 N.T. 
S<vl 

There is a susp1c1on of trap 
bidding in the way that North 
refused to bid Four Hearts over 
Three Spades, but went to Five 
Hearts over Four Hearts. South, 
it seems to me, was wrong to go to 
Six, after partner had denied 
direct support for either of his 
gappy suits. Six Hearts would, 
of course, be on if everything 
broke well . As it was, declarer 
was four down. Bruce Parker, 
West, cautiously didn't double. 
I think that in team matches 
played on match points one 
should double in these situations 
despite the slight risk that 
opponents will find a better spot. 
It is particularly annoying to 
defeat a contract by three tricks 
undoubled and lose on the board 
when one's team-mates have 
played at a lower range and have 
gone down two doubled. 

For the last match of this first 
session Shapiro came in to play 
with me, and Konstam to play 
with 1\'Iathieson. We had a slight 
lead in all our matches up to now, 
and increased this with a good set 
of boards against the Hamilton 
players. At the end of the first 
session our team stood best, the 
Leicester team next best, followed 
by the Tarlo team. 

In the second session we went 
further ahead of all teams except 
the Kasten combination from 
Harrow. \Ve dropped one point 
against this team, and it was, so 
far as I can remember, the only 
set of boards in the whole contest 
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on which we failed to gain. 
Meanwhile, the Tarlo team had 
drawn level with the Leicester 
team and so were our closest 
rivals. 

Once again, our most interest
ing hands were against the 
London teams. Shapiro and I 
played this hand against Preston 
and Swimer. 

• J 10 
<y> 7 3 
0 Q J + 10 9 7 54 3 2 

+ - + K74 
<y> KQ10 8 6 2 <y> A J 4 
0 K 10 5 3 0 9 8 7 4 2 
+ KQ8 + AJ 

+ AQ986532 
<y> 9 5 
0 A6. 
+ 6 

At love all East dealt and bid 
One Diamond, and I overcalled . 
Four Spades. Swimer, West , 
made the sensible bid of Six 
Diamonds. Shapiro took the 
view now that his holding in 
Diamonds was particularly 
unfavourable ; it seemed to 
indicate that opponents would be 
lucky in Six Diamonds ; he 
therefore made the improbable
looking bid of Six Spades. This 
turned out to be a masterly view, 
for we saved the slam at a cost of 
700. In the other room Konstam 
and Mathieson, sitting East-West, 
bid the same way and scored 
920 in Six Diamonds. 

In the final session we at last 
drew away from the Harrow team 
as a result of this hand : 

See top of next columu 
At love all, East bid One 

Diamond, West One Spade, East 
One No Trump, and West Three 
No-Trumps. 

• QJ832 
<y> A 2 
0 Q62 
+ 10 53 

+ KI094 + A6 
<y>Q75 <y>K864 
0 KS 0 A9843 
+ KJ94 + Q7 

• 7 5 
<y> J 10 9 3 
0 J 10 7 + A862 

I led <y> J, 'Vest pia yed the 5, 
North the 2, and East the King. 
Declarer led a low Diamond to 
dummy's King, and Shapiro 
threw the Queen. The object of 
this was to ensure that any Dia
mond trick for the defence was 
won by my hand, so that the 
next lead of Hearts could come 
from South. Declarer ducked the 
next round of Diamonds, and I 
won with the 10. · The obvious 
play for South now may seem to 
be \?10, but partner's play of 
\?2 at the first trick was significant. 
With Ax x he would have played 
the middle card ; I was therefore 
inclined to place him with, 
originally, A 2 alone. I therefore 
led \?3, giving declarer a difficult 
guess. Frqm his point of view 
South's Heart holding might have 
been A J 10 x, North holding 9 x. 
East finally took the wrong view, 
going up with dummy's Queen. I 
later came in with Ace of Clubs to 
defeat the contract. At the other 
table Konstam and Mathieson 
made 10 tricks at No Trumps, 
scoring 430. 

At the finish, our team won all 
its matches, scoring 10 Victory 
points. The Tarlo team was 
second, with 8 Victory points, the . 
Leicester team third with 6 points. 
This combination of Bayden, 
Pearse, Broad, Josephs and 

16 
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MacKay, played really well, and 
I doubt whether there is a better 
group of players outside London. 
Tb_e . Hamilton players, who 
fimshed fifth, were off form 
especially in the boards they 
played against our team. As it 
happened, our two biggest wins 
were against the other London 
teams. 

·---·-······--·--·---·--·---
Few articles from the pen of 

Tere11ce Reese are free from a certain 
iro1lical malice ; and this is no 
exception to the rule. Rather tlzan 
emasculate the work of a contributor, 
~e prefer to state tlze precise facts 
m the case: 

It was laid down in the conditions 
of the Crockford's Cup -event that , 
should a11y Finalist default, 
a~totlzer team should take its place
such other team to be draw11 from 
the Area which had fielded the 
preponderant 1111mber of entrants . 
The Scottish mtd Yorkshire Teams 
were unable to play. The relevaut 
A1·ea was London; and the two 
tmsuccessful semi-finalists "played
off" for the place left vacant bv the 
dejection of the · Scottish -and 
Northem Finalists . 

There was, therefore; 1w technical 
injustice whatsoever perpetrated, 
despite any implication thereof in 
the third paragraph of Mr. Reese's 
copy. 

It has bew pointed out that the 
play-off between semi-finalists in 
a knock-out contest can be in
equitable ; and to this point we 
propose subsequently to revert-

EDITOR. 

continued from column 2 
" end of the season " in quality; one 
band being played in one room in 
6~, two down, and the other in-4~, 
with a similar result I 
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Cover Problem Solution 
+ 7 
~] 10 8 
0 AJ 
+ QJ65432 + K Q 9 8 6 4 3 + 10 5 2 

IV 62 IV K543 
072 OQ953 
+ K9 + 10 8 

+ AJ 
IV AQ97 
0 K 10 8 6 4 
+ A7 

In a match-pointed Duplicate, you 
arc South in a contract of 41V. What 
is your best line of play against the 
lead of the + K? 

This hand, published in" End plays " 
by George S. Coffin (Duckworth), 
cropped up in 1935 in Boston, 1\lass. 
1\Iost players reached the contract of 
a Heart game ; most players made it
though some took only nine tricks. 
But 1\lr. Lombard Williams clocked up 
an (unbid) small slam. 

He won the Spade opening and 
immediately played Ace and another 
Club. West forced the Dummy-his 
best point of attack-with the Spade 
Queen. This was ruffed and Dummy's 
Heart Honours were allowed to run. 
On the drop of the IV6 from 'Vest, 
Declarer read East for K 5 of trumps 
remaining ; and led the Clubs until 
the cows carne home-or East ruffed. 

To play on Dummy's suit, instead 
of seeking to ruff out Diamonds ; and 
to establish the Clubs with two entries 
(a Spade ruff and the Diamond Ace) 
disdaining the finesse in Clubs mark a 
fine player. 

GOLD CUP FINAL 
Terence Reese put lhe coping stone 

on a successful season by a victory in 
the 1950 Gold Cup. 

The victory-by 20 I.l\I.P. - was 
achieved in the first 16 boards, which 
were quite shattering. Thereafter, 
H. R . Evans and 1\lrs. Evans, 1\lax 
Dale and Victor 1\lollo, toiled valiantly 
but could not catch Terrence Reese, 
1\lrs. Fleming, Boris Shapiro, Hans 
Leist, Adam l\lercditl1, and Sydney Lee. 

The winning Captain was the first to 
admit that the bridge was typically 

coutiuued at foot of colrmm 1 



AMON G THE MASTERS 
by MAJOR CHARLES GIBSON -

(Any resembla11ce to livi11g perso11s is quite coincide11ial) 

I T was after my first two 
contributions to the " C.B.J." 

that Harrison-Gray, then the 
editor, invited me to Crockfords 
for " a drink one evening." I 
had two drinks, which was 
obviously a social gaffe, because 
I never saw him again. Alterna
tively, it could have been my 
expressed preference for CAB, at 
which he shuddered much as if 
he had been asked if he knew the 
correct Blackwood responses. 

Colonel Walshe took me to the 
Hamilton on one occasion, to
gether with a very charming 
U.S. Army Officer who, along 
with me, comprised the most 
faithful of the Colonel's pupils 
at the bridge lessons he gave at 
the American Red Cross caravan
serai off New Bond Street. There 
again I had two gin and vermouths 
and listened respectfully to much 
talk of country house parties. I 
was not asked to play. The Colonel 
is not one to profit by his mis
fortunes ..... 

And now the present editor* 
has very civilly asked me to get 
in touch with him when next I'm 
back in England. This time I 
shall refuse a second drink, talk 
learnedly about the complexities 
of the Stern system, the psy
chology of Acol, the decline of 
Culbertson in Europe, and possibly 
chuck in an erudite comment on 
distinguishing between a suit 
preference signal and a peter. 

I can picture the scene so 
vividly. 

* If there is a capital "E" 
here it's ltis.-AUTI-IOR. 
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Guy Ramsey and I enter the 
club, his face alight with pride 
and mine somewhat disdainful of 
the Edwardian furniture. We 
approach the bar and, rather 
reluctantly, you'll understand, I 
allow myself to be bought a 
drink. 

Harrison-Gray and Walshe 
look in, and pass hurriedly-and 
somewhat furtively if you ask me 
-towards their own coteries. 

Reese comes in, his pocket 
bulging with the manuscript of 
his next book. 

" Ha, Terence " says my host. 
" I want you to meet Gibson." 

" Gibson ? " says he, and then, 
recovering from the hack on the 
ankle, " Oh, yes, Gibson. How 
do you do? " 

" Very fit " I say, " and you?" 
" He's done some articles for 

us," explains the editor. "You 
must have seen them." 

"Yes, of course I have," 
answers Reese, but I know he 
hasn't, because he begins to talk 
about something else. 

Konstam and Jack l\Iarx, 
obviously briefed, join us. With 
an eye on the main chance, I 
firmly but courteously refuse a 
second drink. I'm not going to 
leave a bridge quartet like this 
unless a bull-dozer is driven into 
me. On being pressed for my_ 
opinion of the relative merits of 
the Weak and Strong No-Trump, 
I say that much depends upon the 
psychological inhibition or poten
tial extroversion of one's partner. 
I am not asked aga\n..-Mr. 
Ramsey's hasty explanation 
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that I have just arrived from the 
tropics being accepted, if not 
with comprehension, at least with 
relief. 

Eventually someone suggests 
a game and we proceed with 
dignity through the lines of 
bowing member'>. \Vhen we 
reach the card-room, the Senior 
l\Iember makes a courteous speech 
of welcome, to which I reply in a 
very few well-chosen words. The · 
site of the well must remain a 
secret. 

I sit out the first three rubbers, 
with a view to studying the 
strength and weakness of the 
four. The physical strain of 
pushing my way through the 
serried ranks of the onlookers in 
order to note the various hands 
begins to tell, and it is with some 
relief that I accept an invitation 
to play. e~ 

There is some little difficulty 
about the cards, but I allow 
myself to be persuaded to return 
my own packs to my pocket when 
I am informed that a recent 
visitor had " got away with " (to 
quote one member) some £80 in 
two nights when using his own 
cards. I should have thought his 
brown and whitr. shoes and ultra
padded shoulder!> would have 
given him away. 

The crowd grows thicker, and a 
shower of plaster denotes the 
collapse of a chandelier which 
had not been designed to support 
three portly members. 

As becomes a visitor, I take 
little part in the esoteric dis
cussions which follow each hand 
and withdraw entirely from the 
more acidulous comments on the 
contracts which either fail or-a 
more heinous crime-fall short of 
the actual number of tricks made. 
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True, I did once observe that a 
contract could have been made 
had the declarer successfully 
located the position of the four of 
diamonds. 

" But he had it himself! " said 
Konstam. 

I smiled what ·I hoped looked 
like a significant and knowledge
able smile and said darkly, 
" Exactly ! He had it himself." 

Konstam was never quite the 
same after that, and I understand 
he is still somewhat distrait. 

The.hands proceeded smoothly, 
except when my finesse of an 
eight made Reese hold his cards 
so close to his chest that two 
became temporarily hidden 
inside his waistcoat. The hand 
of the evening, if I say so myself 
(and I do so say) was as follows 

• Q 10 2 
\? 8 4 
0 KQJ9 + 9 7 3 2 

+ K9743 + 865 
\?K965 \?]10732 
0762 0853 
+ 5 + 104 

+ AJ 
\?A Q 
'0 A 10 4 
+ AKQJ86 

I sat South and dealt (a 
coincidence, I assure you) the 
promising collection shown above. 
North and I were playing CAB, 
ancl the bidding went (East and 
\Vest passing throughout except 
for West'!> final double) : 

South 
2+ 
3+ 
4N.T. 
SN.T. 
6N.T. 

North 
20 
30 so 
6\? 
7N.T. 
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West : Double Knave, and we were left with : 
West opened a safe Club Five. 

+ K 
1\/K 

+ Q 
1\/8 Six Clubs were run off, the Spade 

Two and Heart Four being 
discarded from Dummy. The 
Diamond Nine made possible the 
lead of the spade queen. Ea!>t 1\1 A Q 

+ B 
1\/J 

didn't cover, and while I was The Ace of Hearts dropped 
considering whether West's We!>t's King and my Queen of 
double was simply intended to Hearts, ble!>s her, was good for the 
deceive, as twelve tricks were thirteenth trick. 
cold and it hardly seemed . . . . The crowd roared with approval 

"Hard luck," said West, " the and Colonel Walshe and Harrison-
King's hen•! " Gray were going around saying 

I said "Thanks for the tip. I'll they knew me year~ ago. 
just have to finesse the Hearts." Someone !>lapped me heartily 

" What do you think T doubled on the shoulder, the tables cards 
on? " asked West. " I've got the and faces began to swing around 
Heart King too ! " in a confusing pattern of black and 

The pressure of the crowd upset white and white and white and ... 
my dlink but not my aplomb, and "Your cup of tea, sir," said my 
with no more than a courteous servant through the mosquito 
" So what? " I played the Ace of curtain. 
Spades, ran off the remaining Another Singapore day had 
Diamonds, discarding the Spade begun. 
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GLENEAGLES 
THE massive Gleneagles Hotel 

burst from its semi-hiberna
tion into sudden and riotous life 
when the Scottish Bridge Union 
Spring Congress erupted round 
about May Day. Just how the 
Scots-admittedly a hardy 
race !-can play so much golf, 
swim so much, dance so much, go 
to so many parties until so late, 
eat (sshl and drink) so much and 
still play !Ouch good bridge baffles 
this mere Sassenach. 

Even though we are vain 
enough of our own game, we have 
to confess that, when partnered 
with Clement Ellis, the Scottish 
International whose game is so 
purist that he might almost play 
the part of a Heelan' Unlucky 
Expairrt, we produced on the 
Sunday afternoon about the most 
abysmal exhibition of all time. 

We did get' some jam, however. 
Clement (hailed at one party with 
a rousing rendition of " Oh my 
darling ") opened a Club on 
+ AKx ~- OK109x + KQIOxxx 
and we responded with a super
scientific Heart on 
+ QJxx ~lOxxx OQx + AJx 
A modest 2+ ; in view of the misfit, 
(we prefer 20 even despite it) 
left us on a guess between 2+ . 
3+ and 2 N .T. ; refusing to 
mangle the hand into a 4-5 shape 
by bidding Spades, we chose 
2 N.T., raised after some thought 
to 3 N.T. 

Now, on our left was R. G. 
l\Ianson, possibly the most 
formidable force North of the 
Bordet and his opening lead of a 
low Heart caused o11r heart to 
sink to our boots : we were able 
-even after the Saturday night
to assess the par 6+ at sight. 

Third-hand played the Knave 
and this we allowed to hold-for 
obvious reasons ; but he was not 
Ronald Manson and-returned a 
Spade! 

Mrs. Margaret Porteous had a 
similar piece of jam, though with 
better reason, in a major event: 
she also found herself in 3 N.T. 
with a single Club in the Dummy 
and a doubleton Queen in her own 
hand. A Club was led, and won 
by third-hand, who held A K xxx. 
Reading so fine a card-player 
with at least Q x x for her bid, he 
returned a scientific trap low 
Club ! Even in theory he was 
wrong-Mrs. Porteous is too good 
a player not to stick up the Queen 
from her supposed holding anyway 

Here is a hand from which you 
have to find a lead : 
+ AJx ~AJ.x.x Oxx + IOx.."X...x 
The bidding is opened to your 
left with a Diamond ; One No 
Trump to your right ; Three 
Diamonds to your left ; Three 
Hearts to your right ; Three 
No Trumps to your left. 

We emerged with the "book', 
lead of a low Club. The opening 
lead of either major breaks the 
contract into smithereens ! 
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One of our rare successes 
occurred in a session with l\Irs. 
\Villiam Knox-Susan to everyone 
and the Queen Regnant of any 
Congress she attends. 
We regarded 
+ KJx ~QJ9xx Qx.x + QJx 
and heard a "slow" Diamond to our 
left-vulnerable. l\Irs. Knox, not 
" in the zone," overbid a Heart, 
capped by a Spade. We bid 
Three Hearts "in sleep." 

Blackwood bugled from our 
left and Five Hearts ftom our 
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right ; more Blackwood elicited a system of scoring adopted by the 
6+ ("no Kings") response and S.B.U. Last time, o'ne method of 
we were wondering whether to bid splitting resulted in the Ireland 
6\? over GO or whether to Pass or Team's defeat - and 1 Mrs. 
Double G+ , when the improbable Fleming's in the Ladies. This 
bid of 70 (after the negative) was year, an alternative method of 
passed round to us. We had no splitting was adopted, still 
doubts and shoved in the required resulting in Mr. Ireland's dis-
sacrifice. conlfiture. 

1 
A short pause was followed by a Stanley Nicholson, suavely 

savage Double, but East now . critical , submitted this hand for 
came into the picture. Seven comment : 
Hearts could not go down so + Jx.x \?AJ109x Oxx + xxx. 
much as a vulnerable Grand Partner opens, at Acol, 2 + ; the 
Slam was worth ; so 7 N.T. was 20 is ·automatic. Three No 
the cry. This we doubled- Trumps (forrcing tae Gaeme !) 
admittedly speculatively; and appears next. Pick your bid. We 
it went for 800 with 70 on ice. plumped for 5\? or a (quantita
The contract hinged on the Ten tive) 4 N.T. The former was 
of Clubs- but this vital card was found by Clement Ellis and raised 
in our partner's, instead of to Six on a minimum 3 N.T. (25 
Declarer's, hand. points) . It went down. " I 

Even though the event was thought the hand must have six 
Aggregate, we still didn't win ! Hearts or a point or two outside 

:Mrs. A. L. Fleming took a team for Five Hearts to be justified," 
Northwards : herself and Mrs. said Mr. Nicholson. We (and 
Kahn playing Acol ; Mrs. Lester Mr. Ellis) disagreed; with a six
and Mrs. Summers playing CAB. · card suit to A J 10, a direct 
In the Ladies Fours, which Mrs. 6\? (or 6 N.T.) must surely be 
Fleming lost on a tie the year correct. 
before, she and her team clocked Here is an unmakeable- and 
up a staggering total of 80%. It un keep-out-of-able Grand Slam : 
says much at once for the + KQI087652 + A J 3 
sportsmanship of the Scots, the \? AQ x x \? x x 
popularity of the visiting Captain, 0 - 0 A K J 10 x 
and the charm of her players that + A + x x x 
they were accorded the ovation of The Diamonds are Q to 5 with 
the prize-giving evening. North ; the \? K is offside, The 

The Glasgow team of Barnett & only pia yet to make it reeled off 
Co- threeBarnettsandoneBenja- the Spades, North thought he 
min- won the Men's event on a was squeezed , kept his Diamonds 
split tic ; Mr. Ireland's quartette and bared his Heart ! 
being beaten on the split for the .Jean l\Iacnair, elegant with her 
second time. This was the worst shm figure and superbly-coiffed, 
of bad luck, for there are three prematurely grey hair, played in 
ways of splitting a. tie on the Hollywood-esque dark glasses : 
curious- and, if a word of criticism well but unluckily. The 1\Ia.nson
may be vouchsafed in a panegyric 1\!acnair partnership promises to 
of praise, sometimes inequitable- gtv.e England a. headache in next 
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year's Camrose series. We Skinner and 1\Irs. Davidson, who 
kibitzed a couple of their boards with the Porteuses of Edinburgh, 
and found the partnership annexed the Congress Fours; the 
unfaultable. pre-destinate presence of Harry 

Were we a Scottish recorder, Kershaw, psyching as dangerously 
our columns would be filled with as ever; Johnny Walker; coveys 
a whole catalogue of names ; as a from Dundee and Aberdeen; and, 
visitor, we must content ouselves presiding, in the absence through 
by recalling those with whom we illness of :Mr. John 0. Hastie, 
have either played or actually Mr. and Mrs . . " Jim " Edmond, 
watched. whose kindly charm permeated the 

We were ourselves pulled whole of a red-letter week-end. 
through two Pairs Duplicates-
one by l\Ir~. Knox (Glasgow), the 
other by Mr. George Purves 
(Edinburgh); and among those 
present we noted especially the 
Andreolis of Dumfries, the Esthers 
of Newcastle; Peter Duff, pink, 
plump, forthright and forceful; 
a number of Bryces ; the in
evitable partnership of David 

We can bind your own copies of 
Vol. III in blue Rexine with gold 
lettering at 21/- per volume. 
Please send order, with Journals, 
to PRIESTLEY STUDIOS LTD., 

Commercial Road, Gloucester. 

JUNE 30th - JULY 2nd 
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"ALIBI" ON ANALYSIS 
B RIDGE experts are notorious-

ly sensitive. The reaction of 
Terence Reese to my report in the 
April issue on the E.B.U.
C.B.A.I. Camrose Cup match was 
not unexpected ; it is the case 
put up in his own defence that is 
astonishing. 

In writing up a big match, one 
is guided by the evidence of one's 
own eyes (and ears). by subsequent 
perusal of the official records, by 
the opinions expressed by the 
players and the more knowledge
able spectators. One is less 
impressed by figures, such as the 
"round about 70" match points 
that Reese claims to have chalked 
up, even had the claim been 
accurate. The precise figure was 
55. 

The hands in question, as 
Reese rightly points out, were of 
great general interest. Before 
commenting on his comments on 
my comments, I must applaud his 
defence of his partner against the 
charge of "listlessness "-a 
gesture that would be more 
convincing but for the pungent 
remarks on tllis score by Reese 
himself, which were apt to con
tinue well into the play of the 
next hand, somewhat to the 
discomfort of the Irish opponents. . 6 

cy>K95 
0 A Q J 10 6 
+ K 10 7 2 + ]95 + AQ872 

Cy>84 cy>QJ76 
OK8432 07 
+ AJ3 + 864 

+ K 10 4 3 
cy> A 10 3 2 
0 95 
+ Q95 
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Dealer, East. North-South · 
Game. 
East 1. 
No bid 

South West 
No bid 2 + 
3 N.T. Dble. 

North 
30 

West (Reese) led + 5. East 
played + Q and declarer ducked. 
East shifted to Cy>6, dummy 
winning with cy>9. The details of 
the subsequent play by South are 
painful ; he ended up one down. 

Unless my ears deceived me, 
Reese at the time thought little 
of his partner's defence. His 
opinion has now altered, for he 
makes the astounding statement 
that " on a Spade play by East at 
Trick 2, South could not possibly 
have failed." 

Let us assume that East does 
return + 7 in preference to telling 
the world that he is a man without 
an entry. South correctly plays 
+ K to block the suit, since East's 
hesitation before playing + Q 
marked him with + A as well. 

South has not the benefit of 
seeing all four hands and cannot 
know that East has opened with a 
semi-psychic. He remembers the 
injunctions laid down in any text
book- remove the entry from the 
danger hand before the Spades are 
unblocked. What can East's 
entry card be ? Certainly not 
OK. It was West who doubled 
3 N.T.; can he do so without a 
good hold-up in Diamonds, when 
North's vulnerable intervention 
at the Three level might have been 
ba<;ed on a solid seven-card suit? 

There must be more in the hand 
~han ~eets the eye, for the 
mtere!>hng fact remains that 
every expert playet who has been 
asked to play the South cards, 
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after a Spade continuation, leads 
a Club to dummy's + K at Trick 
:J and digs his own grave. 

Now for" the elementary point 
in bidding technique." : 
+ KJ852 <:JQ95 OA + QJ96 

Partner having opened a 
vulnerable One Spade, Reese 
with these cards bid a lazy (to 
vary the adjecti\·e) 4+ , thereby 
mi~sing a slam. The suggestion 
that the delayed game raise on 
such a hand (2+ followed on the 
next round by 4+ over any 
neutral rebid by opener) runs 
more true to Acol principles was 
bitterly resented by Reese, in 
spite of the authoritative rulings 
of Simon in Design for Bidding 
and of Jack Marx, surviving co
inventor of the system. 

Reese now blames himself ror 
not forcing with 3+ -an in
judicious gambit opposite an 
enterprising partner· - and 
describes the recommended 2+ 
as an old woman's bid. How can 
one give a picture of one's trump 
support if partner's rebid is 2+ ? 

The answer is that you can't, 
but you needn't lose any sleep on 
that account. You just bid 4+ 
without worrying about distribu
tional landscapes or missing a 
slam, after this particular sequence 

But how, one might be 
pennilled to ask, is Reese better 
off after forcing with :~+ ? 
Suppose partner rebids 3+ ; does 
he now jump to S+ to give a pic
ture , etc. ? Again, partner's rebid 
may be Three Hearts or Three 
Diamonds; having already forced 
on sub-minimum high-card 
strength, does Reese recommend 
a further leap to 4+ ? I suggest 
that a process of back-pedalling 
would be more likely, at any rate 
more discreet 

The delayed game raise on these 
half-way hands, used by the 
leading Acol players since the 
early ~ays of the system, finds no 
place m the Acol book. That is 
not the fault of the players. 

The case of the vulnerable 
grand slam, bid by Ireland but 
missed by England, is worth 
studying in detail : 
North South 
+ AK + QJ96 
V' Q9863 IV AK10752 
0 A 10 7 0 8 
+ A 9 5 + 10 3 

The actual bidding by Shapiro 
(South) and Reese was 1 (\7-3+ ; 
3<:J-4 N.T.; 5(\7-G<:J. I 
ventured a mild suggestion that a 
bid of 5+ over South's 5(\7 might 
have saved the swing. I also said 
that it was difficult under any 
method to underwrite 13 tricks. 

What I had in mind was the 
futility of asking bids, Blach.>vood, 
Norman and what have you on a 
hand of this type. But the Acol 
version of the Culbertson 4-5 
N.T. will get you there in com
parative safety, provided you 
have the energy to investigate the 
grand slam. Reese's bid of 6<:J 
automatically applied the closure. 

But let us, as a point of aca
demic interest, consider the effect 
of the bid of 5+ , had it been made. 
Let us study the problem from the 
angle of South. 

His failure to bid 5 N.T. on the 
third round has denied possession 
of two Aces, or of (\7AK and + K. 
North is still intetested in a 
grand slam. North is marked with 
a strong support for a suit, agreed 
by inference, that has only been 
rebid once. 

North cannot hold + A, OA 
and + AK, for then his grand slam 
try would have been 5 N.T., 
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showing three Aces and a bid 
King after South's positive 
response to 4 N.T. These values 
would not guarantee no loser, in 
view of South's Spade holding, 
unless + A were single. 

So the bid of S+ means one of 
two things: either North has OA. 
+ AK and a void in Spades, which 
makes the grand slam a lay-down ; 
or Torth has the high cards that 
he actually held. In the I at ter 
case, there is the problem of 
disposing of South's second Club. 
I think most players would take a 
chance on this issue ; in practice 
the potential loser is eliminated · 
in an unexpected manner, but 
with 12 tricks guaranteed there 

are usually ways and means of 
developing the thirteenth. 

But Reese rules the S+ bid out 
of court. Horribly dangerous
partner might hold a worthless 
rard such as 0 K. 

That would be a terrible 
tragedy ! I sugge:.t that the only 
bid South would contemplate is 
60-a mild acceptance of the 
grand slam try, showing a second
round control, and leaving the 
ultimate decision to North. 

I am quite sure that the 
reputations of Reese and his 
partner will not be shaken by my 
criticism ; what I fear is tnat his 
reputation as an analyst may 
suffer from his own ill-con
sidered statements. 

COMPETITION RESULTS 
SYDNEY W OODWARD 

CUP FIN AL 
A. Elliott (R. Swimer, R. Preston, 
1\l. Savage) beat Alan Stockton's team 
by 2000 points. 

DUVEEN SHIELD FINALS 
Divisiou I. Civil Service Team beat 

Major North's Team. 

Division 2. F. Vincent beat. 
]. Lincoln. 

Division 3. P. c. Shepherd beat 
W . l\lahon . 

HOSPITALS AND COLLEGES 
CUP 

London School of Economics beat 
Qm•cn 1\lary College. 

A Congress was sponsored and 
arranged by students of the Imperial 
College Union Bridge Circle. {Tony 
Purser, Tournament Manager ; 
R. Pearce, President ; J. Billington, 
Secretary). It was held at the Imperial 
College Kensington, over two days in 
March. 
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Invitation teams of four on the 
Saturday afternoon consisted of four 
teams. Civil Service (coached and 
captained by joel Tarlo) won \\;th 
2-1 1.1\I .P . 
Oxford University 12 l.l\I.P. 
Cambridge University - 1 1.1\I.P. 
Imperial College - 35 l.l\l.P. 

Sunday Afternoon. An event of 
match-pointed open pairs was held. 
28 pairs competed . 

Sccti01~ 1. \Vinners : Truscott and 
D'Unienville, Oxford. Runners-up : 
Connick and 1\lorewetz, L .S.E. 

Secliou 2. \Vinners: \Veiss and 
1\loravsky, Queen 1\lary College. 
Runners-up : l\lunster and Lappert, 
Northern Polytechnic. 

Sunday Evening. Teams of Four. 
Winners: Oxford University, 28 1.1\I.P. 
Second: Umperial College, 19 I.l\l .P. 

. The lat~st books on bridge were 
giVen as pnzes at the end of a Conoress 
remarkable for enterprise, enjoy~ent, 
youth, and expert play. 



REGIONAL NOTES 
NORTH WESTERN 

Southport won the Inter-Area 
League and represented the 
N .W.C.B.A. in the triangular 
contest with the Y.C.B.A. and 
N .E.B.A. for the Blackpool Silver 
Gilt Tro'phy. 

In the N.W.C.B.A. Open Teams 
of Four, the team consisting of 
] . ·Nunes (Captain), B. Koffman, 
Miss Jo Mosse and F. Kaufmann 
beat C. E. Phillips' team (C. Q. 
Henriques, B. Franks and S. 
Blaser) in the Final by 1830 points. 

In the N.\V.C.B.A. Ladies 
Teams of Four, Mrs. Liversedge's 
team (Mrs. Oulton, Mrs. Luya and 
1\lrs. Sythes) beat Mrs. Kershaw's 
team (Mrs. Ford, Mrs. Place and 
Mrs. Higgins) in the Final by 
380 points. 

The N.W.C.B.A. Pairs was a 
runaway victory for the leading 
two pairs who were respectively 
B. Koffman and A. Prepsler, and 
J. Lazurus and I. M. Morris. 

SURREY 
Lady Rose Bowl (Teams of Four) 

R. J. T. Gibson's Team (R. J. T. 
Gibson, Dr. Rose, Rodney Smith, 
J. E. Spiller and Mrs. Rose 
(Wimbledon) 

Iudividual. F. G. Howard (New 
Malden) 

Goblets. H. A. Kidd and Mrs. 
Harper (Sutton). 

Pairs Championship. Mrs. 
Griffiths and Mrs. Hill (Purley). 

Oaks (Ladies' Teams of Four) 
Mrs. Harper's team (Mrs. Harper, 
Mrs. Lloyd, Mrs. Griffiths and 
Mrs. Filose) (Croydon) 

Affiliated Clttb Championship. 
Merrywood Bridge Club, Purley. 

W au borough · Cup (Multiple 
Teams of Four). L. S. Jolmson's 
Team after splitting a tie with Mr. 
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Gibson's Team. (L. S. Jolmson, 
1\'lrs. Down, Col. Lecky, and 1\Irs. 
Clark). 

LINCOLNSHIRE 
The liveliest annual meeting in 

the history of the Lines. Contract 
Bridge Association, held at 
Grimsby, led to decisions: 

(i) that the County should 
compete regularly in the English 
Bridge Union's Tollemache 
Cciunty Tournament ; 

(ii) that match-point trials for 
the County Team should be based 
on nominations from every 
region in the county : and 

(iii) that each region should also 
nominate a local delegate to 
serve on the County Committee. 

A presentation was made to 
1\Irs. F. 1\L Turner (Cleethorpe5) of 
a dozen golf balls on her resigna
tion as joint Ron. Secretary and 
Treasurer-a post she had held 
since the formation of the 
Association. 

A membership of 150 was 
reported, but of the cash balance 
of £40, £5 Ss. was voted to the 
I nternational Tournament 
Hospitality Fund. 

The following officers were 
appointed: 

Chairman, R. J. G. Dutton 
(Skegne55) ; 

Vice-Chairman, Rev. V. S. Bell 
(Chapel St. Leonards) ; 

Captain, John Brown (Grimsby) 
Vice-Captain, J. Barker 

(Grimsby}; 
Tournament 1\Ianager, 1\Irs. 

Tracey (Scunth<]rpe) ; 
Ron. Sec. and Treas. 1\Ir5. 

Brompton (Cleethorpes) ; 
Auditor, S. Dean (Grimsby) ; 
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Continued from pagr. 31 

unless he can execute a squeeze. Two 
types of squeeze arc available, though 
one of them is decidedly unlilcely to 
succeed. This is a simple positional 
squeeze on North, who must alone 
guard the Clubs and Hearts and will not 
be able to keep a guard in both. North 
is known to hold seven Clubs and one 
Diamond, and for this condition to be 
fulfilled he must also hold five Hearts. 
If he docs so, he therefore cannot hold 
a single Spade, and the position can 
be tested early by playing the Spade 
King. If North does not follow suii, 
\Vest can proceed in confidence that 
he must'succccd. If, as is more likely, 
North docs follow to Spades, \Vest may 
still make his contract if South has 
five Hearts. He should play Ace of 
Clubs and Ace, King of Hearts, and 
then run his Diamonds. On the 
fourth and fifth Diamond dummy 
throws a Heart and a Club. The 
position is then :-

.6 
CVJ4 
() 3 
+ -

+ XX 

'Vl
()-
+ J 

• XX 
cyJx 
()
+ -

+ A 5 
'Vl
()
+ 9 

On the play of West's Diamond three, 
North has to throw a spade and East 
throws Club nine. South is now 
squeezed in Spades and HearL~. 

Continued from page 13 

. But this is not really important 
as it only happens when a suit is 
rebid. If you play the Four 
Trump Rule, you know the 
situation. It does not worry 
you. If you don't play the Four 
Trump Rule you probably never 
know what sort of trump support 
partner has whatever he bids, so 
it won't worry yqu either.* 

* Acol-aud otlter~players may 
11ot agree with this implicit 
dcuigration.-EDITOR. 
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ORDER OF MERIT 

The monthly prize of Two Guineas 
for the best set of solutions to the 
April Competition is awarded to 
]. W. Grant, 2456 Dunbarton Road, 
Yoker, Glasgow \V 4, who scored 
SO points out of a possible I 00. 

.Rumzel's-up : J. C. Oxland (Bristol) 
72, P. C. Shepherd (Streatham) 66. 
J. A. Parsons (Richmond) 64, ] . E. 
Gordon (Wirral) and W. J. Tibbs 
(Leeds) 63, E. H . Potter (Hounslow), 
l\lrs. l\I. Saville (London, N .3) and 
L. G. \Vood (Newcastle-on-Tyne) 62. 

Ladder Pri;;e wi1111ers : 

E. H. PoTTER, 500 
56 St. Stephens Road, 

Hounslow, l\Iiddlesex. 

L. G. Wood, 499 
55 Granville Court, 

Newcastlc-on-Tyne 2. 

J. W. Gerber, 469 
20 Sutherland Drive, 

Gifinock, Renfrewshire. 

Leadiug Scol'ers : L. C. Payman and 
C. Vickerman 455, \V. H . Eva and 
B. B. Snell 443, G. F. H. l\Icnce 440, 
A. F. Wallis, 434, Dr. l\L E . Weber 410, 
R. D. Dupuis 409, ] . D. L. Harmer and 
E. G. Lawford 406, Colonel G. l\I. 
l\lcCievcrly 397, A. P. Driver 373, 
J. A. Parsons 371, C. H. Sturges 361, 
j . C. Oxland 356, C. R. B. l\lurray 
341, G. \V. Evans 331, Brigadier 
W. H. Happell 329, J. S . Beswick 324, 
Captain T . W. Hills 319, R. Swingler 
307, ] . T. Chapman 303, C. H. Hunt 
302. 

S UBSCRIPT IONS 

New Subscribers will be welcomed 
to the CONTRACT BRIDGE 
JOURNAL, lhc charge being 
30/- per annum. Please scm! 
orders with remittances lu : 

Priestley Studios Ltd., 
Commercial Road 

Glou cester, Engla nd 
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Answers to J . C. H . i\1 A RX, Esq., 
Competition Editor, Co11fmrl 1/ridgr 
.Jormral, 63 Bedford Gardens, London, 
W.S, not later than July 7th , 19/iO . 

olutions and names of prize winm·rs in 
the !\Jay Competition will appear next 
month . 

This competition continues the 
Ladder Contest, announced last ov
ember. 

Prizes of lOs. 6d . will be awarded 
e\'ery month henceforth to tho e 
competitors who reach the top of the 
ladder. They will then automatically 
fall to the bottom, starting with a 
score of zero. 

Every contestant will therefore, 
in lime, win a prize; but the succe sful 
scorer, by reaching the top with 
greater speed , will win more prize 
and greater eli . tinction . 

PROBLEM No. I (I ' pumls) 

• orlh i the dealer at tht• . ore Luvc 
All . outh's hand is : 

+ 54 ~A J{j ' I063 010864 + 2 
W hat should he bid next m each of 

th follllwing a\lction. ? 

North East ·oulh ll'esl 

(a) I + No hid 2~ i 0 hid 
2 N .T. No bid ? 

(b) I + 2 + 2~ No hid 
2 ' :r. 'o bid ? 

(c) 
,. ,. 

2~ No bid 
2 .' .T. • 0 hill ? 

PROBLEM (No. 2 ( I points) 

North i the dealer at the ~or • liamc 
All. South's hand is : 

+ Q J 10 7 (i 5 :l 2 ~3 2 os 4 + 6 

\\'hat should he hid in response to 
each of the following opening bid · b)• 
'orth after a pass by East? 

(a) On • ' a-trump 
(b) Two No-trump 
(c) One Heart. 

by J. C. H. Marx 

PROBLEM i 0. 3 (I pomts) 

East is the dealer and bids One Club . 
South's hand is: 
+ A K 6 5 ~A I{ J 9 6 OQ 6 + 2 

What should he bid at the score of : 
(a) Game All 
(b) Game All North-South 30 
(c) Game All • •orth-South 60 ? 

PROBLEM No. 4 ( points) 

orth is the dealer at the Score 
Ea t-West Game. South' hand is : 
+ S ~5 OQ J 10 9 6 4 + Q 9 7 6 

The following auction take place : 
.Vorth East South ll't'sl 
I + 2~ 30 3 + 
-10 4 + ? 

Jn reply to a que lion We t states 
that he understands his partner' bid 
of Two Hearts NOT to he a weak 
shnt-<mt. What should South bid 
now? 

PROBLEM No. 5 (1 pomts) 
At the score Game .\11 uth cleal 

and bicl One Heart, We t doubl , 
North and Ea t pa . \ 'hat should 
South bid where lw hold~ each of the 
following hand ? 
(a) + AJ054 ~AIG6- 0 .\843 + 
(b) + 54 ~AK765 OKQJ + KQIO 
(c) + I<QJ9 ~AIG65 043 + K4 

I'ROULEM No. 6 (S points) 
North i Ute dealer at the score North

South Game and bids One lub. East 
hids One No-trump. South's hand is : 
+ A 6 5 ~A 10 2 OK Q J 5 3 + Q J 

What should he bid? 
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PlWULUt No. 7 ( 12 points) 
The hands of West and East arc 

+- ~KOAKQ64 +AI.-qiO 72 
+ J 6 4 2 ~10 !) 8 7 () 05 3 + 4 

At the score East-\\'cst liamc, the 
auction has proceeded : 
Sou/Jr(dealer) ll'rsl .Va~ /11 
I + 2 + 3 + 
4 + 5 + Double 
_ o bid No bid 

Ens/ 
No bid 
No bid 

North leads the Kin" of pades, 
ruffed by West, How should West 
proceed ";th the pia}' ? 



Answers to May Competition 
PRODLEM No. 1 (12 points) 

North's hand is : 
+ 8CVJ97520QJ982 + Q65 

At the score EW Game, East deals 
and bids One No-trump. South bids 
Two Hearts, West Doubles, North and 
East Pass, South bids Two Spades. 

What should North bid (a) if West 
Passes (b) if V{est Doubles? 

ANSWER 

1. (a) No Bid. (b) No bid. 
It should be clear to North from his 

own holding in Hearts that South 
cannot possess the suit in sufiicient 
length to justify a genuine bid, ~caring 
in mind East's No-trump btd and 
West's double. He must therefore be 
presumed to be psychic and of course 
may not hold a Spade suit either. But 
whatever he does hold, he should be left 
to perform his acrobatics without inter-" 
ference from his partner. 

PROBLEM No. 2 (12 points) 
North's hand is: 

+ JScy>650AJ8764 + K85 
· At the score Love All, South deals 
and bids One Spade. What should 
North bid (a) if West bids One No
trump, (b) if West Doubles? 
ANSWER 

2. (a) Double-6 points. Two 
Diamonds--3 points. 

If South has a normal opening bid, 
North-South should have the balance 
of high cards and should therefore be 
able to defeat One No trump, possibly 
heavily with the aid of the six card 
Diamond suit. The opportunity of a 
substantial p«malty is too good to miss, 
though the risk of failure is present 
because lack of entries in North's hand 
may prevent t!1e_ Diamo~ds being 
brought in. Credtt ts accordmgly gtven 
for the " safe " hid of Two Diamonds, 
which should at least ensure a plus 
score. 

(b) Two Diamonds-6 points. 
Redouble- 2 points. 

Though the hand is richer in high 
cards than is usually associated with a 
simple take-out after an opposing 
double, the redouble is not tactically 
sound. This is not a hand on which the 
opponents will be mulcted of a 
substantial penalty in a low contract 
in Hearts or Clubs, and if they find a 
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resting place in Hearts North will then 
have to . bid Diamonds at an un
comfortably high level. 

PROBLEM No. 3 (24 points) 

North's hand is : 
+ A K 8 53 cy> A Q io 0 8 3 2 + J 6 

At the score Game All, North deals 
and bids One Spade. East-West do not 
bid. South responds Two Hearts and 
North rebids to Three Hearts. 

What should North bid, if South 
follows with Ia) Four Diamonds, 
(b) Four Clubs, · (c) Three No-trumps, 
(d) Three Spades? 

ANSWER 
3. (a) Four Hearts--6 points. 
Four Diamonds is an unmistalceable 

slam try and is probably indicative of a 
two-suited hand . Tn that event North's 
holding in Diamonds is an unfavourable 
feature, as one or more tricks arc likely 
to be lost in the suit. Though prepared 
to co-operate later if South tries again, 
North should discourage for the present. 

(b) Four Spades--6 points. Four 
Hearts--2 points. 

Four Clubs is also a slam try, but 
North's holding in this suit is 
better for slam purposes than in the 
case of (a). He can therefore just 
afford to mal;c the mildly encouraging 
bid of Four Spades, wijich of course 
denies a contTol in Diamonds. 

(c) No Bid-6 points. 
This should be a good contract and 

should not be distrubed. 
(d) Four Spades- 6 points. 
South evidently has a very fair hand, 

one decidedly better than would be 
denoted by a simple raise to Two Spades 
in the first place, but is uncertain of the 
best game con tract. North, with a good 
five-card suit, should accordingly bid 
game in Spades. 

PROilLEM No. 4 (6 points) 

North's hand is: 
+ 2 cy> A K 9 8 52 0 K Q 10 6 5 + 4 

At the score Game All, North deals 
and bids One Heart. East-\Vest do not 
bid. South bids One Spade, North 
Two Diamonds, South Two No-trumps. 
\Vhat should North bid? 

ANSWER 
·L Four Hearts-6 points. Four 

Diamonds--! points. Three Hcarts--
2 points. 
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North has an excellent two-suiter 
and would have been inclined to make 
a stronger bid than Two-Diamonds, 
had it not been for fear of a total 
misfit. His partner's Two-No-Trump 
rebid should reassure him on that 
score and he must accordingly correct 
any impression of a weakish two-suiter 
that his first rebid may have caused. 
Even though South has a singleton 
Heart, which is just possible, North's 
Hearts are sufficiently long and 
strong to stand up on their own, 
especially as in that event South must 
assuredly have an honour in Diamonds. 

PROBLEM No. 5 (G points) 
North's hand is ; + K Q 9 '\?] G 0 A Q] 4 2 + A Q 10 
At the score Game All, North deals 

and bids One Diamond. East-West do 
not bid. South responds One Spade. 
What should North bid? 

ANSWER 
5. Three Clubs-6 points. Three 

Spades-2 points. Three Diamonds-
2 points. 

With nineteen points, support for 
his partner's suit and an excellent suit 
of his own, North should be determined 
to reach game, for which there should 
be a good play even though it is no 
certainty. A direct raise to Four 
Spades is unsound with only three 
trumps, and the forcing to game bid of 
Three Clubs enables South to rebid the 
Spades if he can, bid Three No-trumps, 
give preference for Diamonds or, if he 
must, raise the Clubs. In this last 
event North will be compelled to 
revert to Spades, but it is unlikely that 
Three No-trumps will be a better 
contract. 

PROBLEM No. G (20 points) 
North's hand is : 

+ 9 2 '\? Q 10 9 5 0 A J 10 9 8 4 + 3 
At the score Game All, South deals 

and bids One Spade. East-West do 
not bid. North responds Two Diamonds 
What should North bid if South's 
rebid is (a) Three Clubs, (b) Two No
trumps, (c) Two Spades, (d) Three 
Diamonds? 
ANSWER 

G. (a) Three Diamonds-5 points. 
It is now generally accepted that a 

rebid by opener at the level of three 
without jumping is forcing for one 
round and North must therefore find a 

bid of some kind. Weak in high cards 
though it is, his hand is not entirely 
without promise if a fit can be found. 
So far, however, the bidding has taken 
the most alarming possible course and 
North should not court disaster by 
making any bid that could possibly be 
construed as encouraging. A simple 
rebid of his own suit should warn 
partner that his strength, such as it is, 
lies almost entirely in one place. 

(b) Three Diamonds-5 points. 
Three No trumps-2 points. 

Though South has made a strong 
rebid and the hand is not a total 
misfit, the success of a no trump 
contract will depend on the Diamonds 
being brought in. If they cannot, such 
a contract may lose heavily, and 
partner should be warned accordingly. 
A bid of Three No-trumps is a gamble 
though perhaps not an utterly reckless 

. one. There is nothing to be said for 
passing Two No-trumps, for if game is 
not to be bid the hand should be palyed 
in a relatively safe contract. 

(c) No-Bid. 
After a weak rebid by South, there 

can be no point in proceeding further, 
especially as Two Spades is not an 
utterly distasteful contract to North. 

(d) Three He;trts-5 points. No 
Bid-4 points. 

Now that Diamonds arc known to fit, 
it is just possible that Three No trumps 
may be a make if partner stops the 
Clubs. The enquiry is just worth 
making, though only just. A raise to 
Three Diamonds is not a particularly 
strong rebid and North may find that 
he has pushed on too far. 

PnonLEM No. 7 (20 points) 
The hands of West and East arc : 
+ KG + A54 
'\( 432 '\? AKG 
0 A Q 10 8 G 3 0 K J 5 
+ KG + A987 
West has contracted for Seven No-

trumps, North-South having taken no 
part in the bidding. North leads the 
Club Queen, taken by West's King, 
South discarding the Heart Seven. 
\Vest plays two rounds of Diamonds, 
on the second of which North discards 
a small Club. In what conditions can 
West make his contract? How should 
he plan the play? 
ANSWER 

7. West has exactly twelve tricks 
and clearly bas no hope of a thirteenth 

(Pleas~ tum to page 28) 
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to further the 
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